
inextricably intertwined. . . . And in the world of Prometheus, meeting is a response to the call made by Mr. LaRouche,
shortly after the verdict in the Amadou Diallo case in NewPandora, the female principle, sexuality and pleasure, appear

as a curse—disruptive, destructive” (emphasis added). York City, to form a national commission to investigate the
New Violence.You will read in the Steinberg report, that one of the pri-

mary goals of Russell and the Dark Age precursors of the So, on our panel today, we have: Jeffrey Steinberg, the co-
author of Dope, Inc., and an editor of Executive Intelligence“New Violence,” was to create a culture of necrophilia, a

“sex/death constituency,” like the viewer-audience of the Review; Minister Charles Quinn Muhammad, the former head
of the Nation of Islam in Jackson, Mississippi; Sister EstherWorld Wrestling Federation (WWF). The non-thinking, irra-

tional “fan”—slang for fanatic—replaces the thinking citi- Quinn Muhammad, who is the former head of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People in Mis-zen. The voter is replaced by the consumer. Consumer of

what? Of “WWF,” “slasher movies,” “Doom,” “comedy hor- sissippi; and Dr. Kildare Clarke, the assistant medical director
of King’s County Hospital in Brooklyn, New York. We willror,” “gangsta rap,” of Bushels and Bushels of Gore. That is

what Marcuse and his friends, mean by the “erotic.” also be joined by Matthew Fogg, chief inspector deputy, U.S.
Marshal, and founder of the Congress Against Racism andTo end the New Violence, demands not a compromise

with the present (counter) culture, but an overthrow of it. To Corruption in Law Enforcement, and also Pennsylvania State
Rep. Harold James, the former head of the state Legislativethat end, EIR presents this initial report, so that our readers

may take conceptual “arms against a sea of troubles, and, by Black Caucus.
So what we’re going to do now, without further introduc-so opposing, end them.”

tion, is to go to our keynote speaker, Lyndon LaRouche.

Toward a Commission Lyndon LaRouche:
A Chemistry of Violenceon the ‘New Violence’

On April 8, in the Teacher’s College auditorium of Columbia LaRouche: I’ve heard from my wife, who is in Germany,
that during the past three days, the leading German tabloid,University in New York City, a meeting was held to organize

toward the founding of a commission to investigate the causes one of the largest-circulation newsprint publications in the
world, Bildzeitung, has been featuring a story about a boy ofof the “New Violence.” The meeting was moderated by Den-

nis Speed, and carried live on Lyndon LaRouche’s Presiden- about 15 years of age, in Spain, who asked his parents to assist
him in purchasing a Samurai sword. The parents refused,tial campaign website (www.larouchecampaign.org).
suspecting that there was something awry with this request.
And, shortly thereafter, the boy beheaded both his parents.Speed: Welcome to our

live webcast, and satellite This is exemplary of what’s going on.
Now, I think that, as people know from what I’ve saidbroadcast, of a town meet-

ing to begin organizing a about these matters earlier, that I know essentially what the
source of the problem is, but there’s much that remains to beNational Commission

Against the New Violence. investigated, before any final judgment on the problem can
be stated. That is, I know what has caused the problem; IThis evening we’re going to

be discussing a topic about know how it is developed; I’ve studied this matter over a
period of some decades, knowing the people who have setwhich everyone in the

United States, and frankly, this into motion, how it was set into motion. But we don’t
know always what the effects are. It’s like a man who—youalso around the world, is

quite concerned: the epi- know the man is crazy, he drove a car into a restaurant, but
you have to investigate the effects, and the side-effects, ofdemic of violence, of what

Dennis Speedwe refer to as a “New Vio- that action, even knowing that the man willfully did that.
And the same thing here. People have set into motionlence,” that has engulfed

the United States. It’s an epidemic that everyone is not only something which has fostered a radiating explosion of what
we called “New Violence.” Typical of this New Violence areconcerned about, but about which something needs to be

done. two things. One, is the separation of children, the estrange-
ment of children, from their parents. Now, many of us knowWith me today, is a panel here in New York City, at

Columbia University, and on the line with us, is the convenor the factors which were involved in causing this. We have a
breakdown over the past three decades or so, of the quality ofof the National Commission, Lyndon LaRouche. Today’s
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education in the United States. We have, at the same time, a
dependency among the lower 80% of income brackets, in
particular, of more incomes per household. The result is,
we’ve produced the phenomenon of latch-key children, more
and more, at all levels in society. If parents have a child who
is not a latch-key child, the children with whom that child is
associated during the day, are usually latch-key children.

We have a crisis in housing, as in parts of New York
City, of overcrowding, at great cost. We have this around
the country. These conditions are hellholes for children. The
schools have become hellholes for children.

Now, you feed into this estrangement, of the child from
the parent, the sense of abandonment of the child, and you
start at three to five years of age, and you condition this child
in certain ways to certain circumstances, and you have an
explosion of what used to be called alienation of the children
from parents, and society.

Somebody introduces into this situation the chemistry of
violence, such as these Samurai-tradition-modelled Nintendo
games, on television, and bought through game stores, which
teach children how to kill. Now, what you’ve created, is the
effect of a forest fire. You’ve put into society, you’ve created
a potential among children, estrangement, distance between
parents and children, this kind of thing—the use of the 911
number to cause children to turn against their parents, the Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. at a Philadelphia Town Meeting, March

31, 2000.fostering of these values in the schools by teachers, more and
more of them, the wide-scale use of drugs, such as Ritalin,
among children, which causes an aggravation of the problem.

Now, you take this child, who feels abandoned, who’s trained by normal standards to be policemen, are sent out as
killers. They are essentially programmed killers, because theyestranged; you put this child, at three to six and older, in front

of a television set, or in some kind of a game, in which the have been trained to shoot and kill, by military-style methods,
through Nintendo game-style training. And that’s what youchild plays at shooting people, perpetrating horrible violence.

This has calculable effects. get, for example, in the Diallo case, in New York City.
So, we know some of the causes, and some of the effects,As a result of this, we have the things—such as what

happened in Spain: This child, with a boy decapitating his but we don’t know fully what the extent of the problem is. We
don’t know what the reverberations are of what’s being done.parents, Samurai-style, to see what it would feel like to do it,

according to the story in Bildzeitung. You see the Nintendo- We don’t know some of the side effects yet. We’ve got to find
out. And we’ve also got to motivate people to pay attentiontype violence at Littleton, which is infamous around the na-

tion. You see similar incidents. A child who had never used to this fact. We’ve got to tell the President and others, getting
guns out of the society, is not going to deal with this problem.a gun before, because they had practiced through a Nintendo

game, going out at the age of six, and making skillful If a child burns down the house with his parents in it, you’re
not going to stop that by banning guns. If a child uses a kitchenheadshots the first time he used a gun, in killing people.

In other words, on the one hand, you’ve created the social knife to kill his parents, or other people, you’re not going to
stop that by banning guns. The gun-related violence in thispotential, the circumstances for this kind of estrangement

among children. Now, you come along with games, and drugs, country, normally, of the kind we used to have, is actually
somewhat less than it was in former times—particularly atand other things. You create a new subculture among children

with these Nintendo-style games. Such as Pokémon, which the beginning of the 1990s. That kind of violence is on the
ebb, at least for the time being. But, in the meantime, a newin many cases, is sold widely throughout the country, and is

on television, in the afternoons, by certain television networks kind of violence, typified by out-of-control police units,
which are operating as deployed zombies—that is, they areand circuits. And we’ve created a chemistry of violence.

Then, we have the same thing at a different level. We brainwashed zombies, sent out in the streets to kill on pro-
gram, not on the basis of judgment. They are not cops, they’rehave, in the case of the New York Police Department, we

know, as in other police departments, there’s a military-style just plain deployed killers. And people try to cover that up;
you can’t do that.training going on. And police units, who are inadequately
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We have also the core of the New Violence, is, we’re into human beings, and begins to spread from person to per-
son, it undergoes change, and it produces incalculable side-taking the present generation of children, now between the

ages of 3 and 16, approximately. We’re subjecting them, with effects, in interaction with other viruses and diseases. Just the
same way, we have with this tuberculosis epidemic comingthe aid of drugs, to become programmed killers on impulse,

turning these children against their parents. Children killing back.
So, on the one hand, we should know, and the entire popu-their parents.

There are precedents for this in history, precedents in the lation should know, what some of the causes of this problem
are—a new form of violence, a new kind of violence. Weancient cult of Dionysus. It’s come back.

As I say, we know where the sources, we know the people don’t yet know what the reverberations are. We’ve got to
pay attention to the causes; we’ve also got to investigate thewho push society to create these conditions. We do not yet

know what the reverberations of the conditions are. reverberations, which have taken off, and may be out of con-
trol, of those who set this kind of thing into motion in theIt’s like putting a highly mutatable virus into a population.

The fellow who circulated that virus with malice, knows what first place.
Thank you.he did. We may detect what he did. But when that virus gets

tualizing the common characteristics of this “New Vio-What Is the ‘New Violence’? lence,” is the utopian programs, such as H.G. Wells’ The
Open Conspiracy, Wells-Russell protégé Aldous Hux-
ley’s utopian “New Age” models, the 1931 and 1951 mod-This policy memorandum, directed to LaRouche’s Com-
els set forth by Bertrand Russell, and Clockwork Orange,mittee for a New Bretton Woods (LBW), was written by
as points of intellectual reference. What is specificallyPresidential pre-candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. on
new, is the adaptation of the mythos of the Samurai war-April 26, 2000.
rior, and related “martial arts” mythology, combined with
lunatic legacies such as “Dungeons and Dragons” and1. The term “New Violence,” as employed by LBW,
Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, to the childish mad-killersignifies, chiefly, the introduction of new methods, those
pornography of cinematic cartoons and Nintendo-styleof Nintendo games and related means, to transform young
games. The use of this method and its derivatives, for thechildren and adolescents, as well as law-enforcement per-
purpose of programmed conditioning of military, law en-sonnel, into “Samurai”-style programmed killers. The
forcement teams, and for indoctrinating children in a pro-term “New Violence” will be used in LBW proceedings
grammed impulse for terrorist forms of violence, is ade-solely to identify forms of violence which feature this dis-
quately understood only when such Nintendo-game-styletinctly new element. Old forms of violence will be included
conditioning is situated within the utopian doctrine of Rus-in this classification only when the role of Nintendo-style
sell’s relevant 1931 and 1951 writings on the requiredgames and related means is a characteristic feature of the
methods of population control to realize his own and H.G.problem being considered in the study and report.
Wells’ oligarchical utopian ends.E.g., the classification of “New Violence,” as distinct

3. A crucial feature of a clean inquiry, is to recognizefrom new revivals of old forms of violence, will be in-
the fraud implicit (or actually intended) in the use of anycluded, only in such cases as the revival of old-style lynch-
hysterical “gun-law reform” diversionary effort, to covering conducted by law-enforcement agents, that only inso-
up for the crucial role of the popular mass-media, andfar as it is congruent with the pattern typified by the
firms such as Hasbro, in mass brainwashing of children toactivities of Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s special teams of
become, even as young children, programmed agents of“Nintendo Cops” in New York City.
blind-terrorist modes of mass-murder by means which doBy “New Violence,” we emphasize the Littleton-Col-
not depend in any characteristic fashion on firearms.umbine model, in which Nintendo-style games and related

4. A most important feature of the inquiry, is to recog-methods and means was a crucial, distinguishing feature.
nize the lessons to be learned from the role of “bread andWe include the use of related methods and objectives in
circuses” in manipulating the population of ancient Romethe training and deployment of law-enforcement agents,
into the pathological state of mind aimed at by the designor analogous instances. We must do this to avoid ruining
of Nintendo-style games and related “New Age” tacticsthe results of the investigation by fallacy of composition.
today.2. The standpoint of comparison used to aid in concep-
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Minister Charles Quinn
Muhammad: We Are Seing a New
Form of Lynching

Speed: I’d like to go directly to Minister Charles Quinn Mu-
hammad. Our audience here in New York is already familiar
with Minister Muhammad, but the audience on the Internet
might not be.

There’s a case—it became quite famous, actually—back
in 1992, of a hanging, in a jail in Mississippi. As a result of
the investigation of that case, some 47 other cases of hangings,
in the state of Mississippi, between 1987 to 1992, came to
light. And the cause of that coming to light, was the determina-
tion of Minister Charles Quinn Muhammad, as well as Sister
Esther Muhammad, to get at the bottom of the death of their
son.

I’d like to bring Minister Charles Quinn Muhammad to
the microphone, to relate that story, and to make his contribu-
tion to the formation of our commission.
Muhammad: In the name of Allah the Beneficent, the Mer-
ciful, we thank Almighty God, Allah, for blessing us, and
showing us grace and mercy, by giving us all of his servants. Minister Charles Quinn Mohammad and family. “We have a

moral obligation to stand, and to express to the society that what isI’d like to greet all of you in the greeting words of peace: We
happening in America, is something that we can stop, if we lendsay, As-salaam Aleikum, peace be unto you.
our hearts and our minds to do so,” Minister Quinn told theTo Mr. Lyndon LaRouche, and the Schiller Institute, and
audience.

to Mr. Dennis Speed, and all of those who have worked so
hard to bring this issue before the world, it is an honor and a
privilege to be asked to be a part of this Commission on
New Violence. sippi jails, hung, black men, white men, black females,

white females.As we consider what has been said by Mr. LaRouche, as
well as some of the panelists here today, we understand that We found out that this is a new form of lynching, that has

been revisited to Mississippi. As you know, with the recentwe have a moral obligation to stand, and to express to the
society that what is happening in America, is something that profiling of young, black men throughout this country, the

story that we’re expressing here today, is a story that many ofwe can stop, if we lend our hearts and our minds to do so.
On Aug. 22, 1992, our son, Andre Jones, was stopped at you may have. So, it is only right for us to be a part of this

Commission. Later this evening, we would like to share, ina routine sobriety check, or road block, in Brandon, Missis-
sippi, which is located about 12 miles south of Jackson. detail, some of the aspects of our case that will include many

of the characteristics that we are hearing in some of the otherWithin 19 hours, our son was hung in a Simpson County jail,
in Mendenhall, Mississippi. The officials said that he hung issues around the New Violence that is occurring in America.

We recognize that if we don’t make a stand, that it willhimself with his own shoelaces. Of course, we know that our
son was taken out of that jail, on that night, and he was hung, continue to happen. And I say that, because, on Feb. 2, a

young man by the name of Michael Chambers, in Desoto,and brought back into the jail, and hung up again in a dingy
shower stall. And since that time, we have been fighting for Mississippi, was arrested because of “domestic disturbance.”

Within less than 24 hours, he was found hung with a bedsheet.justice on behalf of Andre.
But, not just on behalf of Andre alone, but on behalf of So, this has not stopped. And as we travel throughout

America, and share our story with the community, a motheryour sons, your husbands, your uncles, your relatives. Be-
cause we recognized that it is not just Andre who has become stands up in the audience, someone stands up and says, “This

Happened to my son, but I couldn’t do anything about it—Ia victim of such hideous crime—it has been many others. Our
case in Mississippi uncovered that, within a five-year period, didn’t know what to do; I was just overwhelmed with the pain

of losing my child.” From Detroit, Michigan to Los Angeles,from 1987 to 1993, over 48 others had been found in Missis-
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California, we receive calls from mothers who had lost their they’re a community which helped to raise you.” And then
the government tells you, you cannot do that, because “We’rechild the same way. So, we looked at this, and we said that

this is a new form of lynching in America. going to tell you how to raise the child”; and then, later on,
when the child gets into problems, because you could notSo, this is why we’re here. My wife is here, my daughter

is here, and we’re here as a family, because we are the results raise your child, the government is willing to take the child
away, put it in jail, and create that industry which I’mof the effects of what happens, when you lose a son, or lose a

child, in a way that is not right, very unfair, and our son talking about, the prison-military-industrial complex—it’s a
crime. . . .deserves justice as well as the 48 others, and the un-nameless

others throughout this country. So, we would like to say again, You want the child to carry on certain functions which
are important to you. Because a lot of us, as parents, live ourthank you, Mr. LaRouche, thank you, Schiller Institute, for

asking us to be a part of this very important commission. lives through our children also, because they’re part of us and
it carries on. However, you tell the child, “Don’t do this.” You
said to the child, “When you go to school, I want you to respect

Dr. Kildare Clarke: Let Us Join the teacher.” However, our laws tell us the teacher cannot
discipline your child. How schizophrenic that can be!Forces to Stop the Violence

The teacher is a substitute parent, at different times. The
preacher is a substitute parent. The person at the corner store
is a substitute parent. They want your child to grow up as aSpeed: We’re now going

to go to Dr. Kildare Clarke. normal child, just like their children. Yet, the government is
telling you, “No, don’t do that. You can’t do that.” But, theDr. Clarke is a notorious

figure in New York City, policeman can be “the substitute parent”: He can beat him
over the head, he can shoot him when he’s unarmed. He canfor some work he did in

exposing atrocious condi- lock him up in jail, because he is the jailer: those people who
are called the street-level bureaucrats.tions at the Kings County

Hospital, particularly in the My fellow brothers and sisters: The pain of watching eco-
nomic violence is real. You think about the hungry child, howEmergency Room in

Brooklyn. And he’s be- can he learn? Think about the child who is wondering whether
someone is going to come through the window to steal justcome very well-known in

the area, for taking a stand, the little television set he has. Those are the types of violence
which are perpetrated against our people. And when I sayparticularly in terms of the

Dr. Kildare Clarkeproblems involved with “our people,” I am not separating out black and white, because
the color doesn’t make a difference. When I’m transfusingmanaged health care, and

he now takes a stand with us on the question of violence. somebody with blood, I didn’t see it marked “black blood,”
“white blood,” “red blood.” When you are dying, I don’t takeDr. Clarke.

Dr. Clarke: Again, let me thank Mr. LaRouche, a man with out my stethoscope and say, “Well, he’s white, let him go;
he’s black, he’s from Mississippi, let him go; he is yellow,temerity, guts, gusto, and credibility, and who understands

that there’s a major problem among us, when it comes to he’s from China, okay let me save him.”
No, I take an oath to save you. It doesn’t matter how muchviolence. And, who is willing to take this head-on, not like

some of our clumsier leaders, who are willing to sell their soul money you have or what you have or who you are, or what
ethnic background you belong to. My fellow men and women:to Mephisto, so as to be elected.

Let me look at two quick issues, because I know I just Violence is real, it’s painful, it affects each and every one.
The economics of it, the sociological standpoint, the psycho-have five minutes, when it comes to violence.

Let’s look at raising your children. The government logical standpoint, the physical standpoint—whether it af-
fects you directly or indirectly—it is dangerous, it is a prece-would rather tell you that you cannot raise your child the way

you think is fair and fit, because it’s “child abuse.” To me, dent-setting problem. We must come together, join together,
and solve it. If we do not solve it, nobody’s going to do it. . . .when someone takes their child, and puts their hand in a

bucket of boiling water, yes, that’s child abuse. “I threw him No longer do we want to think. You ask someone to add
two and two, they run to the computer. Where is our brain? Itdown a flight of stairs”—that’s child abuse.

But whether you’re a single parent or both parents at is there to be used. I want us to use it to help our fellow
mankind, because every time we help our fellow mankind,home—because, believe me, it doesn’t make that much differ-

ence—the discipline is what makes the difference. And you we’re helping ourself. It might not seem this way to you, but
today, when you are walking, and you pass the next man intake your child and say, “I’m the parent, you’re the child, and

when I tell you to study, when I tell you it’s bedtime, when I the street, and you disregard him, the moment you fall with
that heart attack, or whatever, it’s that same person you justtell you to respect your elders or all those around you, because
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passed, who you want to come and help you. So, let’s not wait tion can be destroyed, that the individual human soul can be
ripped apart, through a combination of drugs, brainwashing,until it’s too late to do it. Let’s begin now.

Let us get government off our backs! There is absolutely and continuous exposure to the kind of violence that we see
in the mass entertainment industry today, and which has nowno reason for government to be functional, if they cannot

carry out these functions which we elect them to do, which is been taken to a new extreme, with the advent of the violent
point-and-shoot video-game industry, which was created in-to make sure we are safe, to make sure we are protected, we

have food to eat; to make sure we have good health care; to tentionally to desensitize people in the military and in the
police, to the idea of being able to kill another human being.make sure we have good shelter; and to make sure we are

educated. And, as I said, a degree does not mean education. It’s a matter of debate whether there was any merit what-
soever in using these kinds of techniques of mass psychologyThere are many other things which go into education.

The extended family: If you go to Africa or some of the to train police or soldiers, with the presumption that they
would also be given adequate education and a chain-of-com-Caribbean countries, where the stranger on the street can stop

your child and say, “You’re doing something which is mand, rules of engagement, and things like that. But there is
no debate whatsoever, it is a no-brainer, that to take thesewrong,” and can cane your child, and can send him home with

a note to the parent, that, “I have just disciplined your child.” technologies, that were created simply as killing simulators,
and to turn them into an $11 billion-a-year industry, in whichAnd the parent turns around and re-disciplines the child.

That’s the right discipline. Let us continue that once more. the clientele are our children—there is no doubt whatsoever
that this is an evil that can only be described as Satanic.I have to move on, so I should move on to tell you, let us

join in a collective force to stop the violence. Thank you. And this is very much to the heart of the issue of the New
Violence. The average child, by the time he reaches five or
six years of age, has been an eyewitness to tens of thousands
of murders. For the adult, it may very well be that you’reJeffrey Steinberg:
capable of distinguishing between a murder that occurs in a

A Satanic Conspiracy theatrical setting on a television screen or in a movie theater,
and what happens in real life. But, in the formative brain of a
young child, there is no clear distinction between reality and
fiction. So, children are being exposed every day, desensi-Speed: Thank you, Dr.

Clarke. So I want to now tized, to this kind of violence. In fact, they are being told that
participating as an observer, and then with these video games,have Jeff Steinberg come

and speak to you a bit. He is participating as an actual killer, is a form of entertainment to
be rewarded. It’s fun. It’s pleasurable.one of the editors of EIR, a

co-author of one of the most You go to the movie theater. You see 300 or 400 murders
in one of these slash-and-burn videos, and what do you do?controversial books of the

latter half of the twentieth You have a good time with your friends. You eat popcorn and
hotdogs. And you’re conditioned to believe that somehow orcentury, Dope, Inc.

Steinberg: Thank you. other, this is all socially acceptable, and this is the idea of how
to spend your leisure time.It’s a pleasure to be here to-

day. A pleasure to be partic- The second point I want to make is that there is no human
being that I know of, who is more qualified to lead this fightipating in this nationwide

Jeffrey Steinbergdiscussion with Lyndon against the New Violence than Lyndon LaRouche. I know a
bit about his personal history. He may be too modest to discussLaRouche on the subject of

the New Violence and what we’re going to be doing about it. all these things on this nationwide webcast.
But, the first time that I heard Mr. LaRouche speak, onThere are two points that I want to emphasize briefly, and

hopefully they’ll become the subject of further discussion as the campus of Columbia University, was in 1973, when he
gave a series of lectures on a very critical paper that he hadthe evening proceeds.

Number one: The people who are the authors of this New just recently published, called “Beyond Psychoanalysis.” In
that presentation, and in that paper, he directly took on someViolence phenomenon, whether or not they are aware of all

of the consequences of what they’ve unleashed, let us be of the people whom we will be naming as the authors of the
New Violence: the Frankfurt School. Some of the peopleabsolutely clear in the fact that they knew what they were

doing. That they set out consciously, intentionally, to destroy involved in what was known at the time as the Cybernetics
Group. The people who have scared the pants off at least onethe culture of this country, to destroy particularly the moral

fabric of our society, the family structure, through which those senior figure in the computer industry, who says, the people
who are running this industry now are monsters, who want tovalues were conveyed, and to instead create a new cultural

paradigm, based on Eros. Based on the idea that the popula- turn this technology into a form of mass brainwashing and
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social control. would therefore be concerned with this sort of thing. That’s
first.On the basis of my own years of collaboration with Mr.

LaRouche, knowing that his initial involvement in the politi- We must try to address the conscience of some people on
this question, we must also stir up a fight of sorts, within thecal fight came as the result of seeing that there were people

putting forward the hypothesis that human beings are merely teaching profession. Because it’s the complicity of large parts
of the teaching profession which allows this to go on, andanimals, who can be trained and programmed, but that there

is nothing distinctly human and unique about human beings, which promotes this. We must address those who are respon-
sible for giving out Prozac, and Ritalin, to children, and allthat man is not in the living image of God—this is the fight,

ultimately, to restore the soul to humanity, and to end the sorts of things. They don’t known what they are doing.
They’re just doing it.tyranny of this new violence.

So, I’m very proud and honored to be here tonight, as we We must also deal with this as an international phenome-
non. For example, the case which my wife spoke about withbegin the process of launching this initiative. Not surpris-

ingly, Mr. LaRouche, as always, comes in with a new chal- me today, reported in the German press—in Bildzeitung—of
a boy in Spain who decapitated his parents, as a consequencelenge, even beyond what I expected. This idea of figuring out,

what are the consequences. of their resistance to his purchasing a Samurai sword, so he
could practice to become a Samurai-like warrior: We haveWe know that the people in charge of this, who launched

this back 40, 50 years ago, knew that they were attempting to the same thing in Germany. The same thing in France. You
have the same thing going on in a different form, in other partslaunch a new Dionysian cult, using the technologies of the

mass media, to combine pornography and violence, and de- of the Americas. So that people internationally are concerned.
This is a global concern—of a new kind of culture, spreadingstroy that which is human in all of us. But have they unleashed

something that’s even gone beyond their control? around the world, which is a culture of violence, of New Vio-
lence.I’ll leave it at that and look forward to the discussion of

the evening. Now, in the process, of course, of addressing Presidents,
addressing Congresses, and leaders in various parts of the
world, the teaching profession, the medical profession, and

Dialogue with the Audience so forth, and concerned institutions, we also have to get down
to the street level. We have to look at this thing as it erupts at
every community level in the country.

We heard the report on the violence in Mississippi, thisSpeed: We have several cities on the line. So, let me ask if,
in Los Angeles, there’s anyone there who would either have New Violence. This is a phenomenon which has to be investi-

gated in every part of the world. Every part of the Uniteda question, or who would have any comment at this time. And,
after I go to Los Angeles, I’ll go to D.C., and then I’ll go States, on the state level, and so forth.

We have to, in a sense, make this issue an issue—whichto Detroit.
Linda Guevara: I am a Councilwoman here in the City of is more important than most of the issues as they were dis-

cussed by the leading candidates in the national PresidentialHuntington Park. My son was also arrested, in August 1998,
and you probably saw it on TV because, as a Councilwoman, campaign so far.

What they’re talking about, in terms of their health care,they like to videotape our children when they’re being beaten
by the Police Department. My son was beaten so bad I is simple: Go back to Hill-Burton. You don’t need all this

gobbledygook, provided we understand how to do it, fromcouldn’t even recognize his face, and unfortunately, in the
city that I am in charge of, we do have a problem with a white the standpoint of the lessons in this country of the Civil War,

the lessons of World War I, the lessons of what we studied ofsupremacy group that has formed in our Police Department.
I am standing alone, and fighting the fight, against this New what the French did in France in World War I, the lessons of

World War II. We applied those lessons in the post-warViolence.
I am very much interested in this Commission, that you period, and we came up with the Hill-Burton Act, which, as

a method, was effective. Why don’t they just do that? Stopwant to form, and I would like to know, how are you going to
start implementing it? And what can I do to help get this this debating about how to fund this, how to fund that. Fund

it! We knew how to fund it before, we didn’t need this gobble-commission going, so that we can put an end to all this non-
sense that’s killing our society today? dygook.

Why don’t we talk about the problems, the real problems,LaRouche: Well, the first thing is, to address our govern-
ment, including people around the President, and some people which are hitting hard at families? Why don’t we talk about

the real housing problem? Let’s go into the areas of the poor:in the Congress, and some other concerned people. I would
hope, for example, the formerly active candidate, Bill Look at the growth of the homeless; look at the quasi-home-

less; look at the effect of rising rental costs, and availabilityBradley, would become involved, as a person of concern. I
don’t know what his views are on the matter, but I know that of housing, as compared with income, as you go down the

ladder in the lower 80% of income brackets.he’s shown himself to be a person of some compassion, and
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These are real problems. The violence, the New Violence this planet now. The worst crisis we’ve known in centuries is
hitting us. But all the other things we do, won’t amount to thephenomenon—consider these problems as the tinder. Con-

sider the spread of New Violence by Nintendo-type methods proverbial hill of beans, unless we intervene to protect the
local community, and the parent-child relationship. Thankand other methods, as the spark. Somebody’s putting a spark

in the tinder. We’re getting a nucleation of New Violence you.
as a result of combining the tinder of social decay, social
disruption, with the spark—the inflammation, of this infec-
tion—with the New Violence by way of television and so- Rep. Harold James: We Need a
forth, the Nintendo games.

Movement for Justice for AllThese are creating a whole new host of problems. If we
do not restore the connection between parents and children,
as a viable connection, we do not have a next generation for
this nation. A nation which does not defend the family as an Speed: We have just been joined by another one of our panel-

ists. I’d like him to come to the microphone at this time, andinstitution, which does not maintain the relationship between
parent and child, is a nation which has lost the moral fitness greet you. This is Rep. Harold James, of the Pennsylvania

State Legislature, former chairman of the state Legislativeto survive. We have many things to do in this country, and
internationally, to save this civilization, but all the other things Black Caucus, Executive Committee of the National Caucus

of Black State Legislators, former chairman of the Nationalwe are going to do, will not work, unless we protect the family
as an institution from this kind of problem. It is the New Black Police Association, and a policeman in the City of

Philadelphia for over 20 years.Violence, especially as seen by the violence of children
against their parents, as a result of these kinds of conditioning. James: First of all, give

honor to God; and I’d likeThe violence by new kinds of police forces, which are no
longer the cop on the corner, part of the community, no longer to say hello to Lyn. Keep on

running for President.the professional policemen who knows how to prevent vio-
lence. For example, let’s take the case in New York City, in I’m honored to partici-

pate in founding the Na-Brooklyn, in the famous so-called Brooklyn riots, when Abe
Beam was mayor. And some of us had some contact with tional Commission Against

the New Violence. At theMayor Beam’s office, and the people involved. In that period,
when some people were pressuring the mayor to bring in the same time, all of us have a

great responsibility, be-National Guard, the mayor stood his ground, and didn’t do it.
And in that day, we had a kind of police force, which knew cause the very survival of

the United States as a nationhow to intervene, to prevent the violence that was spreading
in these riots, from igniting the whole city, and creating a may be at stake.

Rep. Harold JamesWe have only to look at therace riot throughout the city. They stopped it. With all their
shortcomings, whatever they were, these were competent po- recent situations in the Bal-

kans, or the Great Lakes region of Africa, or see how quicklylicemen. We are not recruiting and training competent police-
men, in a competent way. a civilized society can collapse into barbarity.

We should not be so arrogant as to think that we inWe don’t have the cop on the beat any more. That was
removed, years ago. We don’t have the police department America are exempt from this threat. Just consider the poison

of racism that exists in our society. And, a society that wouldwhich is integrated with the community, which is watching
what’s going on, which steps in when something new is act as if African-Americans, or other minorities, are less than

human, or have less rights as citizens, is already a very, verychanging that threatens the community, and helps. It doesn’t
shoot, it works with the community to bring the situation sick society.

Just in the past year, I have had to deal with multipleunder control.
They are really peace officers, not kill officers. Peace offi- problems as relates to racism in Pennsylvania, as a state legis-

lator. I participated in hearings of the Pennsylvania Housecers who are armed when they need to be, but they are essen-
tially peace officers. And we’ve taken away the peace officer, Democratic Policy Committee to deal with the problem of

racial profiling, also known as DWB—Driving While Blackand we put the random, Rambo killer, loose on the streets.
We brainwash them when we call them “police.” Let’s get’s or Brown. Traffic stops by police based on racial profiling

have resulted in excessive violence and deaths of innocentback the old police officer; let’s get governments, not the
Mussolini of Manhattan kind of government, of this fellow, people. It is evident throughout the country. We’re only about

13% of the population, but yet, we are 70% of the traffic stops.Giuliani, which unleashes this kind of thing on us. Not only
in New York City, but other parts of the world. In March of this year, I called for public hearings to inves-

tigate racial disparities in prison sentences, after a studyAnd therefore, this whole problem is key to life on this
planet, to many things we must do to save the civilization on showed that African-Americans routinely receive longer
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prison sentences than whites, and that African-Americans ac- Guardian Civic League, he fought racism and injustice in the
Philadelphia Police Department, and he was my mentor. Andcount for 56% of Pennsylvania’s prison population, while we

only represent 9% of the population. later, we were part of a group that organized, in 1972, the
National Black Police Association, which elected me Na-I am also supporting a movement to suspend the death

penalty in Pennsylvania. Although I lost a sister, and a daugh- tional Chairman in 1976.
And during all of these struggles, I continued my educa-ter, to violent death, I still think that the death penalty is

biased, and we need to stop it until it can be studied. A recent tion at Temple University, earning a certificate in police sci-
ence, an associate degree in criminal justice, and a bachelor’sstudy showed that the odds of receiving the death penalty in

Philadelphia are four times higher, if the defendant is black. degree in sociology. I retired from the Philadelphia Police
Department in 1987, and was elected to the PennsylvaniaAlso, on March 17, State Representatives LeAnna Wash-

ington, who heads our Black Elected Officials in Philadelphia, House of Representatives in 1988. And on April 4, I won the
Democratic primary and hope to be elected to my seventhand James Roebuck (who is the new chairman of the Pennsyl-

vania Black Caucus), and myself, along with other civic lead- term this November.
Now, did Patrick Dorismond deserve the same chance iners, have met with the U.S. Attorney in Philadelphia, where

we requested that he investigate, civil rights violations and life as Harold James? Yes, of course he did. What kind of
mentality dares suggest that a juvenile arrest record makes adiscriminatory practices by the Philadelphia Police Depart-

ment, in particular their internal affairs unit. We presented person into a life unworthy to live?
So, I look forward to working with all of you, to makeevidence that police may have ignored evidence and fabri-

cated reports, in order to gain convictions of innocent people. the National Commission Against the New Violence into a
movement that can help save the soul of this nation, as wellAnd a society that would tolerate this kind of systematic

discrimination and dehumanization, is just a few steps from as the soul of us. Thank you.
barbarism and genocide. Because it degrades the respect we
must have for the sacredness of human life. Atrocities like the
Amidou Diallo and Patrick Dorismond killings by police in Matthew Fogg: ‘Zero Tolerance
New York, send a message that it’s “open season” on young

Has to Start Behind the Badge’black men, unless we organize ourselves effectively, and
make the National Commission into a powerful national
movement for justice for all people.

I was particularly shocked to learn, that Mayor—what’s Speed: I would like to in-
troduce to you Matthewhis name? Giuliani? Mussolini?—that he tried to justify the

Dorismond killing, by releasing Mr. Dorismond’s juvenile Fogg, chief inspector, dep-
uty U.S. Marshal, founderarrest record to the press. Based on this standard, I am person-

ally included on the Mayor’s target list, because I also had a of Congress against Racism
and Corruption in Law En-juvenile arrest record.

I have a juvenile arrest record, I was adjudged a juvenile forcement. Mr. Fogg won, I
believe, one of the largestdelinquent, and then I became a police officer, retired after 22

years. So, I was a law-breaker, a law enforcement officer, and settlements in the history of
the U.S. Marshals Service,now I’m a law-maker.

In fact, when I became a Philadelphia police officer in on racial discrimination.
Fogg: Thank you very1965, as I was going to the Academy, they called me out;

called me into the bathroom. This was an older guy. He asked much. I give honor to God,
Matthew Foggand I just want to say:me what part of the city I lived in. I told him that I lived in

South Philly, and he said, “We want you to work undercover.” “Lord, may the words in my
mouth, and may the meditation in my heart, be accepted inI said, “What do you mean?” He said, “You know, you look

like a juvenile delinquent, and so, uh, we would like you to Thy sight. You are my strength and my redeemer.” Amen.
I give honor to Mr. Lyndon LaRouche, for having thework undercover.”

So, I said, “So, what do I have to do?” He said, “You’ll mind to put this type of conference together, for allowing
us to come together to face this real problem of violence instill get paid and all of that, and don’t have to worry about

nothing. And you just come, and we want you to hang in one America—the “New Violence,” we call it. And I want to say
to this whole panel, and the staff of this whole project here, itlocation and watch somebody. And, if you don’t like it, you

can come back through the Academy.” So, I said, “Well, okay. is a very good thing, because you see, as we see here in New
York, the problem is out of hand.No problem.” So, I did that for five years.

But I am proud of the fact that, under the leadership of the But I want to say it’s been out of hand for a long time. It’s
just that it’s now beginning to come to the surface. There arelegendary Alfonso Deal, who was also a police officer, who

founded a black police officers organization, called the a lot of people right now languishing in jails, because, it
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wasn’t a crime what they did, it was just the fact of who all of that stuff, it’s us against them now. If you see your
partner doing something wrong, you back him up, no matterthey were.

One of reasons why I set up the Congress against Racism what. If you see him whuppin’ on a citizen unnecessarily, you
back him up.”and Corruption in Law Enforcement, was to address the rac-

ism that we call, behind the blue wall of silence. And, you see And this is the culture. So, what I’ve done, and I’ve told
officers—and I’ve been one myself—to stand up first. Youa lot of us behind that blue wall, we understand and see what

the real problem is. But for some odd reason, once it gets out see, you can’t get out here and make noise if you’re not willing
to stand up.to the American public, it’s always, “Well, is it really like

that?” And the only way you can really know is, you have to Dennis mentioned something here about a case that I was
involved in. Yes, it’s Matthew Fogg v. the U.S. Departmentbe on the inside, and those on the inside, the ones who are

responsible to serve and protect, are the ones who are sup- of Justice, Janet Reno. And when I started to take on this case,
there were those who told me, “Fogg, just go along to getposed to uphold the law of the land. But, you see in my case,

and the case of so many law enforcement officers who have along. Don’t fight the system, it will change in time. Black
employees must work hard to prove themselves as managers.called me from all across America, they’re saying, “Fogg,

something is wrong, man. And we’ve got to do something Just turn your head when you see injustice against citizens.
You can’t police everything. It’s a ‘good ole boy’ network,about it. Because I cannot stand up for the injustice any more

that I’m seeing taking place here.” and minorities don’t fit in the network.” And these were told
to me. Now, you hear me, it says, “If you testify against theWhen we came out of the Academy, I went to the Federal

Law Enforcement Training Center, in Glenco, Georgia. And U.S. Marshals on Capitol Hill, they will destroy your career
for sure. The U.S. Justice Department is too big, with tooone of the things I noticed, was that all of the training that we

had—and we learned how to shoot, when to shoot, no shoot, many resources. You can’t win. Four hundred years of racial
oppression is not going to change overnight with your EEOwhat type of investigations, and everything you could want

to learn in law enforcement, we were trained. And one of [Equal Employment Opportunity] complaints. Being called a
‘coon’ or ‘nigger’ by white employers is not all that bad. Justthings that I noticed as soon as we came out of the Academy,

and we reported to our duty stations, the first thing they tell continue to arrest those who we direct you to arrest, and don’t
worry about racial profiling. I love you brother, but if you goyou is, “Okay, you forget about that there, this is how we do

it here.” forward”—and this is the one that really gets me—“then I
can’t be seen with you. I’ve got a family I’ve got to feed; I’veAnd, the problem is this: If you take a stand, and you say,

“Okay, this is how you do it here, but this is wrong, what got a livelihood, and I can’t take that having them take that
away from me. Take their settlement offers, and take care ofyou’re doing.” Now, you become a whistleblower, you be-

come an outcast. yourself, because the black Marshals that you are standing up
for in the gap are afraid, and care only about themselves.”Someone wrote me on the Internet. There’s this big con-

troversy about the Baltimore City Police Department, and And I’m not going to go on and tell you the rest. But the
point is this: When you decide to stand up inside, behindtheir new commissioner. And the problem is this: The Com-

missioner—and it doesn’t matter whether he’s black or white, that blue wall of silence—Seripcor will tell you about it, and
many, many others. My main partner, Steven Zanowic, rightit doesn’t matter to me at this point, but the fact is, he’s coming

from New York. You understand what I’m saying to you? from here: You should see the large, black rubber rat they
gave this man. It’s on my website. The man is holding itAnd we’ve already proven, this culture in New York, the

NYPD, has already been proven to be a hostile environment, up on Capitol Hill, before Congress, he was saying, he’s a
whistleblower; and when I decided to blow the whistle onespecially for people of color. It’s already been proven. Any

time you can bring—and any law enforcement officer will what I saw them doing, the injustices they were committing
against citizens behind the blue wall, he said, “They gave meverify this—any time the police will take a man, and bring

him inside a police station, inside among the rank and file, this,” and he pulled that rat out. And the Congress was so
incensed about it. They said, “How can something like thisand rape him and brutalize him, there is an inherent problem

from the top down. I don’t care how you look at this. take place?”
And let me tell you what they did to the officer that gaveI’ve got a report here, it’s from the FBI, U.S. Department

of Justice, “Misconduct to Corruption: Avoiding the Impend- him the rat: They promoted him to be in charge of our nation-
wide internal affairs division.ing Crisis.” And this talks about all the issues in law enforce-

ment, and the impending crisis that’s coming. And, believe it The problem—they say there is a zero-tolerance level.
And this is the issue that is coming up in Baltimore, andor not, this report basically says it like it really is, to a great

degree, about the problems of this “us against them” mentality you have to keep your eyes on Baltimore right now, because
there’s a big problem there about this police commissioner,in police departments. “Us,” meaning us; “them,” meaning

the public. And what happens is, when most officers come Mr. Edward T. Norris. He came out of New York and he’s
now going to Baltimore. And one of the things I’ve found inout of the Academies, and come into the law enforcement

environment, that’s what they tell you: “Don’t worry about my studies—and I’m an expert on this, now, I’ve trained
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and studied this problem to the “t,” and it’s not about race Albert Einstein, the father of weapons of mass destruc-
tion, said, the world is a very dangerous place to live. Notparticularly. There’s a whole lot of things involved. Race is

one of the issues. This guy is trying to come to Baltimore, and because of the evil people that are in it, but because of those
who don’t do anything about it. This is the problem. And wehe already has a record from what we’ve seen in New York,

and when the Baltimore citizens stood up against it, now cannot allow this to take place.
I had a lady who wrote to me on the Internet, who wasyou’ve got this divide in Baltimore saying, we want this man.

You’ve got an organization here called PERF, Police Ex- incensed about an article that I wrote in the Baltimore Sun-
Times bulletin board on the Internet. First, she blasted me.ecutive Research Forum. And what we’re finding is, a lot of

these Chiefs of Police and these managers of these police But then I responded to her with love and peace, I didn’t come
back with the words that she came at me with. But you know,departments, simply leave one location and go to the next.

Howard Safir is a perfect example of that, he came from the it’s amazing how God can turn you around when you’re on
the right track.U.S. Marshals Service.

Now, we’ve got a legacy—this is a $4 million lawsuit that And I wrote back to her, and I said, listen, I’m not here to
argue with you and fight with you. Let me give you someI’ve won, against the Justice Department. Judge [Thomas

Penfield] Jackson, an ultra-conservative judge, said that due facts. And when I got done, she wrote me back, and she said,
“Mr. Fogg, I went to your website, and I looked at your creden-to the endemic atmosphere of racial disharmony and mistrust

within the U.S. Marshals Service, the jury obviously inferred tials and what you’ve been through, and I’m sorry.” And
she apologized, and I was surprised, because when you firstthat the endemic atmosphere, of racial disharmony and mis-

trust of the Marshals Service, was suspect. That all explana- looked at her language it looked like we were diametrically
opposed to each other, and this was hate, and you see a lot oftions were suspect, and that racism was more likely the reason

than any other for my misadventures in the Marshals Service’s viciousness in this line of work—in law enforcement. But, I
told her, if you’re talking about a zero-tolerance level, thehierarchy. That’s coming from a Federal judge, about a Justice

Department law enforcement organization. zero-tolerance has to start behind the badge.
Right now, crime is down. Crime is down on AmericanThe Justice Department is the head. They’re the ones who

set the pace and the example. If it’s rampant within the Justice streets, and that’s because the economy is doing better. But
it’s up behind the badge. We’ve got to say to crime behindDepartment, if it’s rampant within the Secret Service, if it’s

rampant within the FBI, if it’s rampant within U.S. Customs, the badge: zero-tolerance level. And that’s what this organiza-
tion is about, that’s what I’m about: zero tolerance behindif it’s rampant in the Drug Enforcement Administration, all

of these organizations, can you imagine what the state and the badge.
When officers are found guilty, what happens to them?locals are saying? “We’re on the right side. We can do it too.”

It’s time to say, enough is enough. And you, the citizens, I’ve known a lot of officers who were wrong and guilty. Noth-
ing happens to us. Not if you’re guilty, and you’re in therehave got to come to the plate, for us, who are standing up for

real justice. For us, who are really putting it on the line. And and you’re playing the game. Now, if you step outside that
game, and you say, “Wait a second here, I put on this badgeas they call it, in the line of duty: We are the ones who are

behind that blue wall, are saying, “I’m not taking it any more.” to serve and protect. Not to be part of a conspiracy because
people what to promote their own buddies, and people wantBut they’re turning their guns on us.

I was explaining about an arrest that I made in Baltimore to draw a culture or connection here that is designed to weed
out certain people.” Nothing is more horrible than that, toCity. And they came up with these rules saying, “We thought

it was a gun”—you know how they’re saying that, you’ve work in a law enforcement agency and that happens to you.
I was assigned to track fugitives. We cornered these fugi-heard that before—“We thought it was a knife.” And you

remember a couple of years ago, the U.S. Marshals shot a tives in Baltimore. These were real fugitives; these were not
some “three strikes and you’re out” because you had someyouth in the back of the leg, and the youth had a candy bar in

his hand? The officer said he thought it was a gun, and it was marijuana on you. These were serious felons, criminals who
had murdered, and had escaped out of prison, like in a Jamesa Milky Way candy bar. Where do we draw the line here?

But, it’s up to the citizens to come forward and say, “We’re Cagney movie. And we cornered these guys on the streets of
Baltimore. And when we took them on, my team—now, wegoing to back people like Matthew Fogg, and Harold James,

and other officers around the country who want to stand up.” had every right to fill them so full of holes, honestly, it could
have been a scream. But the bottom line was this, as I told myAnd this forum is just the thing that we need. You see, we

need for us to come together on a national basis, and really team, I said, “We don’t kill unless it’s absolutely necessary,
we all know what that means. We don’t shoot unless it’slook at this issue, and we say to these police chiefs, “We

don’t want you there.” We told Baltimore’s police chief, Mr. absolutely necessary.” When you put that bulletproof vest on,
and you put that badge on, you are trained that you’re sup-Thomas C. Frazier, “Your time is up, you have to go, we don’t

want you here any more.” Now they want to install another posed to put your life on the line.
That’s what it’s about when you take the oath. You’reguy who is coming from another department in the same

manner. putting your life on the line. So, you have to know whether
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it’s a gun. You can’t tell me, I think it was a gun—you know will fall in line. Oh, we’re going to enforce the law. We’re
going to do what we have to do to enforce the law; but wehow many people I could have put a hole in, by thinking they

had pulled a gun? I had a lady, she was sitting in a closet, and enforce it, with the idea that all men were created equal. And
that’s what we have to do.she turned around with a shoe in her hand. She was trying to

make us kill her, and none of us fired. She had a black shoe; And that’s why, when we look at our prisons today, it’s
70-80% people of color. If I look at that, I would say, thatit looked like a gun.

But I had to look and determine first whether it was a gun. means people of color are basically criminally minded people.
Now how many people here believe that? So, what’s the prob-This is not an excuse. You’re fighting someone and you say,

“I thought it was a gun,” and he’s got a wallet in his hand— lem? There’s something going on. There’s something wrong.
And I’m saying here, it’s time for us to take hold of this.I’m sorry, that is from the top down.

And this is for Mr. Howard Safir; you used to be my old These guys in Baltimore: We did not fire one shot. This
one guy was armed, he had a gun in his pocket. We didn’t fireboss: You left a legacy of discrimination in my department,

and you brought it up here to New York City. It’s like a one shot. His partner had a Mach-10 machine-gun on him:
We didn’t fire one shot. We jumped out, and took these guysdisease. I say racism and corruption is a disease. And if you

don’t go in and cut it out, it will come back to haunt you later. off. We could have loaded them up.
But you see, it’s not just about killing them. It’s about thatSo that’s how we have to look at this thing. Mr. Safir, you

came here and you infected this department. Well, I want to little boy I might hit down the street, or that little girl I might
hit down the street. We’ve got to understand, that when wesay something to you now, and I think the people realize

who you are: “Your time is up. Your time and everybody’s serve and protect, it’s about the community. It’s not about us.
It’s about protecting the community, and that’s what we havearound you.”

We have to cut this cancer out of this department, out of to do.
So, I’m saying to you today, if we the people who areBaltimore, out of New York, out of Los Angeles—which is

rampant. We’ve got to stop looking at the people, and saying called to be here—“We the People,” as they said in the Consti-
tution—it is our job to stand up for justice. And if we see thatzero-tolerance level is against the people. No, zero-tolerance

level is against the law enforcement departments. Because if our officials are in the wrong, we have to be willing to make
the sacrifice. You know why? Because too many have paidyou take it and make that zero, I guarantee you, the people
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Speech to Schiller Institute conference, Feb. 20, 2000.
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the ultimate sacrifice for us to be where we are today. Too Chicago City Council voted to grant $2 million to Midway,
to keep its corporate headquarters in the city.many have paid it. And I don’t care what race you are, if you

get in my way when we’re going for justice, you’ve got to go Two aspects of this deal were not well publicized: what
Midway sells, and the firm’s corporate affiliations.too. The bottom line is, it’s about justice, it’s about true jus-

tice. And my best friends are white, black, red, yellow, and News stories about the protests provoked by the Chicago
grant, mentioned that the company publishes “Mortalbrown. It’s not about that. It’s about, if you can’t treat us all

fair, leave the shop, we don’t have any room for you. Kombat,” a game in which a character may tear out the vital
organs of his opponent. But media accounts did not discussAnd what I’m saying is, let’s prosecute these people. Let’s

not let them just walk away and go to another department, put Midway’s retailing of “Doom” and “Quake,” the advanced
point-and-shoot “death match” games which have trained thea felony charge on them, and three strikes, you’re out.

God bless you. Columbine and other young shooters to kill mindlessly.
The website of Midway Games carries this advertisement

for “Quake”:

Gun ’em down. . . . Blow ’em to pieces . . . or DIE! . . .Video-Game Companies
∑ Incorporates the ferocity of the single player

game with the supreme bloodlust of the two player‘Are Making a Killing’
Deathmatch. . . .

∑ Realistic explosions echo and reverberate, trans-by Anton Chaitkin
porting the player to a hellish, dungeon-like environ-
ment. . . .

Death can strike anyone.
For the Right Price. The game is “rated M” for “Mature,” an in-joke of the

game purveyors, meaning that such games are “suitable forYou never know when death will come—unless
you make a few special arrangements. Because once persons ages 17 and older”; but millions of child customers

are living in this hellish fantasy world.the Hitman takes your assignment, someone takes a
bullet. It’s not a righteous way of life, but we all have What kind of people would deliberately turn children into

gangsters? The answer may not be all that surprising.to make a living. Even if it means making a killing.
—Ad for the role-playing video game “HITMAN: It turns out that the corporate entity known as Midway

Games is a legal fiction. Corporate spokesman Patrick Fitz-Codename 47,” in the May, 2000 issue of Computer
Gaming World gerald admitted to EIR on April 12 that Midway is located in

the same office (at 3401 North California, Chicago 60618) as
its parent company WMS Industries, and has “contractualThe advertiser, the Britishfirm Eidos, promises the Amer-

ican child who buys their game: “Unsurpassed 3D graphics, obligations” with WMS, but claimed that Midway has been a
separate company since WMS “spun it off” in 1998.weapons modeling and character [killer and victim] move-

ment”; “Full access to black market weapons, supplies and In fact, the same group controls the parent company,
WMS, and Midway, its video-games front.personnel”; and “AI [artificial intelligence] that defines the

genre of the thinking shooter.” WMS, also known as Williams Industries, is one of the
largest manufacturers of slot machines for American gam-The child customer gets realistic training as a mercenary

assassin, after the bloody content is morally neutralized and bling casinos. Fitzgerald said that around the same time as
WMS/Williams certified Midway as “separate,” the companymade exciting.

In this report, EIR visits some of the leading corporations sold off its own holdings of racetracks and Caribbean gam-
bling casinos.that make and sell violent video games in the United States.

It is a very lucrative business for its perpetrators, who The slot machine business survives the old Chicago pin-
ball machine manufacturing operations of Williams Indus-seldom appear before the public; yet the revenue from this

sordid enterprise, between $9 and $11 billion per year, is tries. Back in the Al Capone era, pinball machines were an
integral component of the mob-controlled distribution racketsnow surpassing movie theater ticket sales. The identity and

background of those responsible for this mayhem, if widely in urban taverns.
Midway Games, Inc. reported to the Securities and Ex-known, might cause them considerable trouble.

change Commission (form 14A, filed Dec. 14, 1999) that
Sumner M. Redstone owns 25.3% of the company’s commonMidway Home Entertainment

A case in point is Midway Home Entertainment. stock, and that Neil D. Nicastro owns 5.7%. Nicastro is chair-
man and chief executive of Midway; his father, Louis J. Ni-In December 1999—more than seven months after the

massacre at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado castro, is also a Midway director.
On the same day, WMS Industries filed the same SECby video-game addicts Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold—the
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